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LIBRARY EVENTS
10:00am Tuesday:

LIve Zoom Preschool Stories (Ages 2-5)

3:30pm Wednesday:

Recorded Crafternoon! video (Ages 4-14)

11:00am Thursday:

Recorded Baby Rhyme video
(Ages Birth-2)

Second Tuesday of the month
is
Music by MaryLee at 11:00am

Please visit https://www.
pacificgrovelibrary.org/calendar for
details.
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Pacific Grove’s

New exhibits at Pacific Grove Art
Center

The show runs through February 25, 2021.
568 Lighthouse Avenue, Pacific Grove,
GALLERY HOURS 12-5 pm Wed-Saturday.
For more information please contact Kim
Moreno: office 831-375-2208, cell 831747-0764

Saturday, Jan. 30

Science Saturday: Amazing Migrations, 10
a.m.-3 p.m. — Join us as we investigate
the world of long-distance animal
travels. Whales, birds, insects, and more
will be the focus of our deeper look at
these natural phenomena. Learn about
the many amazing migratory birds that
visit Monterey County every year, and
celebrate another birthday (No. 38) for
Sandy the Whale, the amazing 40-foot
sculpture outside the museum!
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Valentine’s Pasta Dinner

Benefitting
PG P.R.I.D.E
Complete Dinners include a selection of
Bigali Fresh Pastas, Sauces Dole Salad
kit. Fresh Sourdough Bread Loaf, Bottle of
Wine or Sparkling Cider
Order online Today at
www.supportpgpride.com

Oders must be received by
February10
Drive-Through pickup is Saturday,
February 13 1 M - 4 PM
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Between the waves and the wind, Pacific Grove didn’t stand a chance these last couple of days

BLM vs. First Amendment

The firing of police officer Michael
Gonzalez brings home to Pacific Grove the
national conversation on racial justice, and
pits Black Lives Matter against the First
Amendment.
Pacific Grove Chief of Police, Cathy
Madalone announced January 13 that Gonzalez is accused of making “disparaging
social media remarks” and is no longer
employed by the city.
Chief Madalone would not elaborate
on “disparaging”, or whether additional
social media posts beyond what has been
made public have been found—namely a
re‑ post of a Patriot Federation Foundation
banner “Fuck Black Lives Matter” and
“Free Kyle Rittenhouse”.
Rittenhouse is a 17-year-old accused
of two counts of homicide plus five other
charges after a BLM protest and riot in
Kenosha, Wisconsin last August.
Gonzalez, a married father of three
boys, told Cedar Street Times he resents

Michael Gonzalez
his dismissal and said “I was fired for
nothing I did, it was solely for political
content on my private Parler social media
account.”
He added that none of his content
was hate speech and none disrespected

the city of Pacific Grove, or the PG Police department. “It was political speech
protected under the First Amendment of
the Constitution” he claimed.
Gonzalez believes he has been unlawfully terminated, and retained an
attorney to explore his options. The day
he was fired, his wife, Vallerie, started
an online crowdfunding campaign titled
saveofficergonzalezfreespeech, https://
www.givesendgo.com/saveofficergonzalezfreespeech. With 40 donors she has
raised $5,330 of its $15,000 goal as of
this writing.
Steve Gorman, a donor, wondered
what America is coming to, and asks
“It’s okay for BLM to call for the killing
of cops, but cops aren’t allowed to say
something negative about BLM off-duty
on their private social media account?”
SEE BLM Pages 2 & 3

Sex Crime or Hate Crime – the Strange case of Noah and Tricia Boewer
Husband and wife Noah and Tricia
Boewer, who are White, were found
innocent of hate crimes against Dirrick
Williams, who is Black; but they were
found guilty of lesser charges stemming
from an altercation outside the Monterey
Lanes Bowling Alley July 6, 2018. All
three were Seaside residents at the time.
The case was characterized as Sex
Crime or Hate Crime because Tricia
Boewer accused Williams of sexual battery for grabbing her butt and Williams
accused the Boewers of hurling racial
slurs then assaulting him, which would
be a hate crime.
The case yielded perplexing split-verdicts and sentencing, details of which can
be found in prior issues of the Cedar Street

Times. The Boewers were found not guilty
of any hate crime, but Noah guilty of felony assault causing great bodily harm and
sentenced to 6 years in prison—likely to
serve about half. Tricia was found guilty of
misdemeanor battery, sentenced to 60 days
in county jail—likely to serve only 20.
How could that be?
The short answer is if someone assaults you, you don’t have the right to
assault them back.
If Dirrick copped a feel as he passed
behind Tricia, that doesn’t give Noah or
Tricia a free pass to start a fight. Furthermore, even if Dirrick started a fight with
Noah after grabbing Tricia’s butt, as the
Boewers claim, and that fight comes to

an end, but one or both of the Boewers
then threaten, advance toward, touch, or
hit Williams—they are in the wrong according to Judge Andrew Liu.
This last scenario is the most likely
based on the jury’s verdicts.
The full analysis of this case is too
long for print, but if you know how the
case evolved, how Williams’ testimony
evolved, how the Boewers acted at the
scene, how the judge may have been
biased, how the police botched the investigation, some things the jury wasn’t permitted to hear but should have, and some
things they heard but shouldn’t have, go to
https://www.facebook.com/gary.baley.3/
posts/4249900411706803
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Joan Skillman

Skillshots

Some interpret Gonzalez’s antipathy
toward BLM to mean he hates Black
people. “Nothing could be further from
the truth,” he exclaimed, “I’m no racist!”.
“I was protesting the Black Lives
Matter organization not the idea that
‘Black lives matter’—of course they do.”
“The man I call ‘dad’ is a Black man,
born and raised in Compton. He raised me
since I was 15. I love him, and we still have
a strong father‑son bond.”
Both father and son oppose BLM due
to its open hostility and its push to defund
police. They are also devout Christians and
believe “all lives matter.”
However, that phrase is offensive to
BLM co-founder Patrisse Cullors. She
believes it and other phrases like it such as
blue lives matter, our lives, etc. “negates
Black lives.”
Corporations and institutions have
submissively jumped aboard the BLM
bandwagon shame‑ train according to John
Davidson, The Federalist Political Editor.
If you don’t support BLM “publicly and
enthusiastically”, he writes, “you will be
harassed, shunned, and shamed out of
mainstream America”. He also opines that
rational arguments “won’t help because
the one thing the BLM movement cannot
allow is honest discourse or the free exchange of ideas”.
BLM formed in 2013 after Trayvon
Martin, a Black teen was shot and killed
by a Hispanic man who was acquitted of
murder. Its support swelled enormously
in May 2020 after the death of George
Floyd went viral on national TV and social
media.
BLM began as a call to action in
response to state-sanctioned violence and
anti-Black racism. Local BLM chapters
are fairly autonomous in their activities,

but each must adhere to BLM’s core
principles, which includes “We disrupt
the Western-prescribed nuclear family
structure requirement by supporting each
other.” They foster a queer-affirming network and strive to “dismantle cisgender
privilege and uplift Black trans folk.”
As more people began to learn about
the core values of BLM, popular support
began to fall as it is increasingly seen as
less about Black lives and more about
far-left politics.
An ABC article June 21,2020 states
“From the start, the founders of Black
Lives Matter have always put LGBTQ
voices at the center of the conversation.
The movement was founded by three
Black women, Alicia Garza, Patrisse
Cullors and Opal Tometi, two of whom
identify as queer.”
Cullors, in a July 22, 2015 Real News
Network YouTube interview, said “Black
to me is both about a race and also a political framework.” She added “We are
trained Marxists. We want to place the
most vulnerable [Black LGBTQ] at the
center of the movement.”
Black residents in Chicago, fed up
with BLM looters, chased them out of
town in August 2020 according to the
New York Post.
One of the earliest BLM marches was
in Minneapolis where marchers carried a
BLM banner chanting “Pigs in a blanket,
fry ‘em like bacon.” The pejorative “pigs”
are police.
In a later Minneapolis protest, police
are depicted as hooded white-robed Ku
Klux Klan.
“Fuck the police” signs are common
in many marches, as are “Kill Cops,” and
SEE BLM Page 3

PG RAIN GAUGE
Pacific Grove, beyond FOREST HILL SHOPPING and below Holman Hwy.
Data reported by Bruce & Judy Cowan, residents.
Week Ending Wednesday, January 20, 2021
Inches, as of 8 AM, 1/20/21:

0"

Total since July 1, 2020:

2.59"

Rain total one year ago to date:
11.4"
_______________________________________________
Previous Year Total--July 2019 through June 2020:

22"
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a new mnemonic “ACAB” meaning “All Cops are Bastards.”
Many BLM protest marches have devolved into violent confrontations with police,
because many BLM supporters believe police are systematically targeting Blacks.
It’s true that Blacks are killed in numbers disproportionate to their population; but
the problem is that Blacks commit more crime. Black arrests accounted for 53% of all
robberies and 51% of all murders in 2019, but represented less than 14% of the population according to the FBI’s Universal Crime Report. In fact, in all crime categories,
the Black arrest rate exceeded their population percentage.
Veteran Black actor Denzel Washington in the New York Daily News said “Don’t
blame the system for Black incarceration, it starts at home.” He knows from personal
experience that kids without fathers fall into a life of crime.
In recent years, the percentage of Black children born to unwed mothers is 69%
compared to Hispanic 52%, White 28%, Asian 12%.
BLM protestors use their First Amendment right to express violent hostility toward
police. Shouldn’t police hold that same right to express their non‑ violent disdain for
BLM without fearing for their careers?
Apparently not. According to Police Chief Madalone, Gonzalez “tarnished the
badge.”.Efforts to oust Gonzalez have already cost the city about $90,000 in investigations and administrative leave, but it may cost a good deal more to see if the badge
was truly tarnished.
When asked if he would accept reinstatement with the PGPD, Gonzalez hesitated,
and finally said “Yes—in my head”, but his heart was broken. He wants to continue
police work, but he fears being fired might close that door forever.
“To me being a police officer is a calling from God—it made me happy working
to defeat evil in the world.”

Library Holds Pick Up.

Mary Weyant, Youth Services Librarian at Pacific Grove Public Library, advises
that they are now offering Holds Pick Up on Mondays from 3:00pm-6:00pm and
Wednesdays from 10:00am-1:00pm at the 550 Central Avenue location.

WASH YOUR HANDS

Joy Welch
“Joy’s quiet strength,
persistence and care for her
clients is legendary on the
Monterey Peninsula.”
Lic. # 00902236

Cell: 31-214-0105

eMail: joywelch@redshift.com

2021 Community Blood Drives. The Recreation Department and
American Red Cross have partnered together to offer Community
Blood Drives at PG Community Center throughout 2021. Visit www.
redcrossblood.org to make an appointment and be a part of the lifesaving cause.
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LADDIE BOY
President Trump was the first President in a hundred years to have no dog
in the White House. When questioned
about this, he said that while he liked the
canines he had no time for one. I would
think that, if necessary, he could have hired
someone to do those chores; however, that
is his option:
GILLIAN WALTERS Feb. 12, 2019
President Donald Trump is the only
modern president to forgo the tradition of
owning a pet dog while in office, according
to The Washington Post. With this in mind,
it’s fair to wonder if Trump has ever had a
pet or if he just isn›t a fan of furry friends
in the White House. So, what gives?
Considering Trump’s presidency is
rife with distractions and gaffes, some
people might not have noticed that the
first family doesn’t own a dog. Although
it’s reasonable for a person to decide
against pet ownership for various reasons,
Trump’s decision stands out because it
bucks presidential tradition. President
Barack Obama, for instance, owned a
sweet Portuguese Water Dog named Bo,
while President George W. Bush was a dog
dad to an English Springer Spaniel named
Spotty. And most bizarrely, President John
Adams had a pup called Satan, according
to CNN.”
The first White House dog to receive
regular newspaper coverage was Warren
G. Harding’s dog Laddie Boy.
Pets also featured on presidential
elections. Herbert Hoover got a «Belgian
Police Dog (Belgian Malinois), King Tut,
during his campaign and pictures of him
with his new dog were sent all across the
United States.
In 1944 Franklin D. Roosevelt was
running for his fourth term when rumors
surfaced that his Scottish Terrier, Fala, had
accidentally been left behind when visiting the Aleutian Islands. After allegedly
sending back ships to rescue his dog,
Roosevelt was ridiculed and accused of
spending thousands of taxpayers’ dollars to
retrieve his dog. At a speech following this
Roosevelt said, “you can criticize me, my
wife and my family, but you can’t criticize
my little dog. He’s Scotch and all these
allegations about spending all this money
have just made his little soul furious.»
What was later called the “Fala speech”
reportedly helped secure reelection for
Roosevelt.
Warren Harding had an Airedale
named Laddie.Boy. The dog accompanied
the President everywhere and it was said
that the dog was treated with more affection than a child. When Harding died, Laddie grieved , missing his beloved master.
Miss Beazley, a Scottish Terrier given
to Laura Bush by her husband
Richard Nixon was accused of hiding
a secret slush fund during his candidacy
for vice president under Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1952. He gave the televised
“Checkers speech” named after his cocker
spaniel, denying he had a slush fund but
admitting, “there is one thing that I did get
as a gift that I’m not going to give back.”
The gift was a black-and-white cocker
spaniel, Checkers, given to his daughters.
Although there had been talk of Nixon
being dropped from the ticket, following
his speech he received an increase in support and Mamie Eisenhower reportedly
recommended he stay because he was
“such a warm person.”
Animal lovers were upset when President Lyndon B. Johnson was photographed
lifting his beagles, named Him and Her,
by their ears. Others did not understand
the uproar; former president Harry S.
Truman said, “What the hell are the critics complaining about? That is how you
handle hounds.”
Bill Clinton moved into the White
House with Socks, a tuxedo cat, who in
1991 was reported to have jumped into
the arms of Chelsea Clinton after piano
lessons while the Clintons were living
in Little Rock, Arkansas. He was later
joined in 1997 by Buddy, a Labrador
Retriever, during Clinton’s second term.
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Jane Roland

Random Thoughts

Laddie Boy
The two reportedly did not get along, with
Clinton later saying “I did better with the
Palestinians and the Israelis than I’ve done
with Socks and Buddy” while Hillary
Clinton said Socks «despised» Buddy
at first sight.] The two were, however,
the subject of a book, “Dear Socks,
Dear Buddy: Kids’ Letters to the First
Pets written by then First Lady Hillary
Clinton and appeared as cartoons in the
kids’ section of the first White House
website. While George W. Bush was
president, he had three dogs and a cat
at the White House. Among the canines
was Spot Fetcher, an English Springer
Spaniel and the offspring of George H. W.
Bush’s dog, Millie. (Some of you might
remember the book written by Millie as
told to Barbara Bush) This made Spotty
the first animal to live in the White House
under two different administrations, having been born there in 1989 and passed
away there in 2004.
Barack and Michelle Obama were
without pets prior to the 2008 election, but
promised their daughters they could get a
dog when the family moved into the White
House. They selected Bo, a Portuguese
Water Dog, partly due to Malia Obama’s
allergies and the need for a hypoallergenic
pet. The puppy was a gift from Senator Ted
Kennedy and was later joined by Sunny,
a female of the same breed. Bo was featured in the 2010 children’s book “Of
Thee I Sing: A Le Lou Henry. Hoover
lived down the street from our house in
Monterey. She and Herbert met at Stanford
and married in her parents’ house in 1899.
The only reference I could find about their
White House animals was Pat, a German
Shepherd or Belgian Malinois, was a gift
to the Hoovers from Captain Charles J.
Mabbutt of Fort Benning, GA. Given to
Hoover in May 1930 as a replacement for
King Tut, Pat liked to patrol the White
House grounds. He went to Palo Alto
with the family after Hoover’s presidency.
When I was a docent at La Mirada one
of our favorite topics was Lou Coolidge.
Sadly we remember Henry more for the
depression and Hooverville’s as seen in
Annie.Now there are two new dogs in
The White House…Champ and Major
(the first shelter dog to inhabit this home
to the President.. There is talk of adding a
cat to the menage..
Major
Champ

Bill Cohen

Reasoning
With God
Bill Cohen is going on a brief haitus in order to finish his book. We look forward to its publication and
to his return to our pages
“I am writing a book, hopefully, finished sometime
next month. I will back to you when the book is
finished. Blessings! Bill”
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State Officials
Announce Latest
COVID-19 Facts

The California Department of Public
Health (CDPH) released the most recent
statistics on COVID-19.
Statewide COVID-19 Data as of
1/27/21
California has 3,169,914 confirmed
cases to date. Numbers may not represent
true day-over-day change as reporting of
test results can be delayed.
There were 16,728 newly recorded
confirmed cases Tuesday.
The 7-day positivity rate is 7.7% and
the 14-day positivity rate is 8.8%.
There have been 41,252,482 tests
conducted in California. This represents
an increase of 241,712 during the prior
24-hour reporting period.
As case numbers continue to rise in
California, the total number of individuals who will have serious outcomes will
also increase. There have been 38,224
COVID-19 deaths since the start of the
pandemic.
As of January 27, providers have reported administering a total of 2,730,262
vaccine doses statewide. Numbers do not
represent true day-to-day change as reporting may be delayed. As of January 27, a
total of 4,728,850 vaccine doses, which
includes the first and second dose, have
been shipped to local health departments
and health care systems that have facilities
in multiple counties.
Blueprint for a Safer Economy
With the Regional Stay at Home
Order rescinded statewide as of January
25, all counties are now under the rules
and framework of the Blueprint for a
Safer Economy and color-coded tiers that
indicate which activities and businesses
are open based on local case rates and
test positivity.
54 counties are currently in the Purple
Tier
3 counties are currently in the Red
Tier (Alpine, Mariposa, and Trinity)
1 county is currently in the Orange
Tier (Sierra)
No counties are in the Yellow Tier
Blueprint tiers are updated weekly on
Tuesdays. Find the status of activities in
specific counties.
ADDITIONAL DATA & UPDATES
Youth and Recreational Adult Sports
Update
With the end of the Regional Stay
at Home Order, youth and recreational
adult sports competition may resume in
California consistent with the Blueprint
for a Safer Economy tier guidance beginning January 25, 2021. However, the
majority of counties are in the strictest,
or Widespread (Purple) Tier. In this tier,
competition may only resume for outdoor
low-contact sports. A full list of allowed
activities by tier is available here. Participants in youth and adult sports, coaches
and support staff must follow steps outlined in state guidance to reduce risk of
COVID-19 transmission. Local health officers may implement more stringent rules
tailored to local conditions and should be
consulted to confirm if there are any local
restrictions.
Vaccinate All 58
In order to increase the pace of
COVID-19 vaccine distribution to those at
greatest risk, the state is prioritizing individuals 65 and older to receive the vaccine
as demand subsides among health care
workers. This effort will help to reduce
hospitalizations and safe lives. For more
information on the vaccine effort, visit the
Vaccinate All 58 webpage.
Safe Schools for All
Governor Gavin Newsom launched
the Safe Schools for All Hub as a one-stop
shop for information about safe in-person
instruction. For more information on the
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Rudy Fischer

The Big Picture

An aerial design image of the new proposed hotel at the American Tin Cannery site.

Building a Hotel in Pacific Grove

The hotel would thus replace a mostly empty shell with up
to 225 guest rooms in two wings; one for executive style
stays, and the other more family friendly. If built, it would
replace the American Tin Cannery “Outlet Center”.
Pacific Grove has before it a
unique opportunity to have a developer build a brand-new high-class hotel.
This would be built on a 5.59-acre site
along Ocean View Boulevard just across
from the Monterey Bay Aquarium and
Stanford University’s Hopkins Marine
Station. It is also right on the boundary
with the City of Monterey and just down
the street from Cannery Row.
If built, it would replace the
American Tin Cannery “Outlet Center”.
This mall was built inside of and around
the original American Can Company
building; originally built in 1927. While
it was a popular shopping destination
when first built, it long ago fell on harder
times as larger and more modern outlet
malls were built in Gilroy and other
locations.
The hotel would thus replace a
mostly empty shell with up to 225 guest
rooms in two wings; one for executive
style stays, and the other more family
friendly. As with most hotels, there
would also be a restaurant, a bar or two,
and some modern – and more usable retail space. The proposal also includes
approximately 290 parking spaces at the
site for guests, employees, tourists and
local residents.
It would be built by Comstock
Homes Group out of El Segundo, California; a 35-year-old company which
has developed and built multiple large
properties throughout California. They
have committed to keeping some of the
existing building at the ATC site which,
though not on the city’s Historic Resources Inventory list, some people think
has a historic “feel”. To build the hotel
they will have to demolish many of the
existing buildings and do some site grading and tree removal before constructing
the new buildings.
And that is where the issues
arise.
A small group of city residents
have protested the mass of the project,
the trees that would have to be removed
in order to build the hotel, the neighborhood interface with existing homes in
that area, and the effect of construction
noise on Harbor Seals about 500 feet

away.

The project is fairly large for
Pacific Grove, but is at edge of town and
is shorter in height than the city’s six
story Forest Hill Manor and considerably smaller than the nine-acre Asilomar Conference Center with about 330
rooms. The builders have committed to
a number of measures to mitigate and
buffer the noise and vibrations of construction activities from the Harbor Seal
haul-out overview 500 feet away; and
the beach where the seals actually hang
out, which is an additional 100 feet from
that - and about 30 feet below ground
level there.
While it is true that some of 72
trees at that site are attractive; many are
crowded together, with some of them
raising the sidewalk and creating a
tripping hazard. But there may be a way
to save those that still have some life left
and are of environmental value while
removing those which are crowded,
raising sidewalks, or appear to be dying
already.
Additionally, much of the construction is slated for times when seals
are not present. But there are three other
Hopkins Marine Station buildings on
a bluff just above the seal beach which
were built and apparently did not scare
the seals away. The Harold A. Miller Library, for instance, was built from 1988
to 1989 and is only about 50 feet from
the edge of bluff above the seals.
And hotels have many benefits for
cities. Current estimates are that this
hotel would eventually provide Pacific
Grove with up to $3 million annually in
Transient Occupancy Tax - representing
an almost 17% increase to the city’s estimate of $18.2 million in General Fund
tax revenue this year. It is likely that
revenue from the hotel would increase
even more in future years. Hotels are
also extraordinary job creators for their
communities, often providing jobs for
young people just entering the workforce
and starting on their careers. Local jobs
will include everything from entry level
to professional positions, and allow
more local residents to work closer to
where they live. More than a few people
have started their careers parking cars

for guests or being a Bell Person and
ended up being the General Manager of
a multi-million-dollar hotel.
Hotels also often act as cornerstones of a city’s economy; providing
guests who frequent local restaurants
and shop at local stores. In fact, an
Oxford Economics analysis concluded
that for every $100 visitors spend for
their room, they spend another $221 in
the community on shopping, dining,
recreation, and transportation. And it is
not just hotel guests who spend money.
Hotel employees often buy gas locally, eat in nearby restaurants, and buy
groceries or clothing on their way home.
That is probably why, in a Pinnacle
Advisory Group survey, they found that
nine out of ten mayors agree that their
community would benefit from more
hotels and inns.
A local effect is that the Pacific
Grove Rotary – which now holds meetings in Pebble Beach – could hold meetings here and keep that revenue in the
city. The Chamber of Commerce would
like to hold their annual event in the
city but cannot simply because we don’t
have a place large enough. A new and
larger hotel could provide that – as well
as a venue for many other local events
including business meetings, wedding
receptions, and local high school proms.
I hope PG residents will look at
the hotel’s design, location, and potential benefit to the city closely. The
current building there is in very bad
shape - and probably very expensive to
maintain - while the design of the new
building looks like it will tie into the
architecture already there in that part of
Monterey – the Monterey Bay Aquarium
and Cannery Row. It is also similar to
some of the architecture of the Hopkins
Marine Station just across the street and
will probably blend in harmoniously
with the surrounding area. Yes; there
are still things that have to be worked
out. But with the resolution of just a few
issues, we could someday have a great
new hotel in our city.
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It’s Girl Scout Cookie Season
Last week, Girl Scouts of California’s
Central Coast today launched the
2021 Girl Scout Cookie season,
celebrating the largest financial
investment in girls annually in the
United States. In light of the past
year, Girl Scouts have had the spirit
of giving at the forefront of all of
their efforts. Throughout 2020, our
girls created handmade masks to
donate to hospitals, delivered cards
and treats to frontline workers and
first responders, and reinvigorated
a sense of community during a time
where so many felt lonely. Because
100% of the net revenue raised
through the Girl Scout Cookie
Program stays with the local council
and troops, many girls were able
to use their earnings to make a
difference where it mattered most –
right in their own neighborhoods.
Through the Girl Scout Cookie
Program®, girls not only discover
their inner leadership potential
but also use their earnings to
power amazing experiences
for themselves and their troop,
including travel, outdoor
adventure, and science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM)

Flood Advisory from
1/27/2021 10:39 PM
to 1/28/2021 2:30 AM
PST for Monterey
County

Flood Advisory from 1/27/2021
10:39 PM to 1/28/2021 2:30
AM PST for Monterey County,
CA. https://inws.ncep.noaa.
gov/a/a.php?i=53569077
Urban and Small Stream
Flood Advisory for Poor
Drainage Areas for Monterey
County in central California.
At 1039 PM PST, Doppler
radar and automated rain
gauges indicated moderate to
heavy rain continues across
Monterey County, San Benito
County, and southeast Santa
Clara County. Moderate to
heavy rain is expected to
continue in these areas for
at least the next few hours.
This additional rainfall coming
after significant rainfall over
the past 24 hours will result
in minor urban and small
stream flooding, especially
in low lying or poorly drained
areas. Additional rainfall of
0.5 to 1 inch is expected over
the area. This additional rain
will result in minor flooding. A
Flood Advisory means river or
stream flows are elevated, or
ponding of water in urban or
other areas is occurring or is
imminent. Turn around, don’t
drown when encountering
flooded roads. Most flood
deaths occur in vehicles. Be
especially cautious at night
when it is harder to recognize

programming. Many girls put
the money toward impactful
community projects right in their
own backyards, from supporting
animal shelters and food banks
to working with local and state
legislators to change laws. And
the cookie program’s benefits are
many; a recent Girl Scout Research
Institute study found that two out
of three girls who participate in the
program learn five crucial skills—
goal setting, decision making,
money management, people skills,
and business ethics—while doing
incredible things for themselves
and their communities.
When consumers purchase the
delicious cookies that come from
a Girl Scout, they’re giving back
to their wider community. From
creating after-school programs to
changing national legislation, Girl
Scouts are doing remarkable things
made possible by each and every
cookie sale. In fact, Girl Scouts in
Monterey County have already
been using their earnings to make a
positive impact right at home.
In the past, Troop 33158 from
Salinas voted to spend their cookie
earnings on purchasing backpacks

and school supplies as part of the
United Way Monterey County’s
“Stuff the Bus” program. This
program helps children in need
start the school year equipped with
all of the supplies they need to be
ready to learn, easing the financial
burden on families and giving
children a boost of self-confidence.
We would love for you to hear
more about the ways girls are
making a difference with the Girl

Scout Cookie Program from the
experts themselves! If you would
be interested in featuring these
stories in your publication, please
respond to this email so that we
may facilitate an interview with the
troop.
To learn more about the Girl
Scout Cookie Program, visitwww.
girlscoutsccc.org/cookies. Thank
you for supporting Girl Scouts and
the communities they serve!
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Joy Colangelo

From the Trenches
What if you Surveyed
Your Life?

There’s a recent survey out. I can’t speak too much about it as I didn’t know it
existed and thus did not answer it. And therein lies the problem. I’d consider myself
very active (overly active) in local politics and was wholly unaware of its existence.
Outreach and coverage problems exist in any survey. For instance until pretty recently, phone surveys only reached those with landlines. Thus the person answering the
questions would have to be the type of person who still has a landline after all these
decades of cell phones; have to be home (who was ever home pre-Covid unless they
were retired, a stay at home parent, a recluse, other abled, unemployed and not looking for work); and would be the type of person who would still not hang up on the
person asking the questions. That’s a small sub-type of people whose opinions were
driving marketing or political campaigns. That wasn’t the rest of the busy people out
working, recreating, shopping or had switched solely to cell phones. With cell phone
surveys, you’d have to be the type of person who answers calls from unknown numbers. Again, a certain “type” of person. That then skews the survey results. This one
was a web survey and I only know that because one of the problems was that people
logged on or could have logged on as many times as they wanted, multiplying and
exaggerating their answers. A web-based survey has its own problems. Only those
with computers can answer them; only those that received a message that a survey
was on-line; and only those that cared to answer would be heard from. The population of “answerers” has thus been painfully narrowed.
It was reported that many respondents asked for the resignation or firing of the
City Manager. While obviously being a completely unhelpful response (and I can
say that not even seeing the question because then you’d have to tell me there is a
question that says “should the City Manager be fired?”), the people who filled that in
as an appropriate response to a question, are likely the exact people that cannot tell
you what behaviors drive a City Manager (CM) .You see, CM’s have a job description that drives their behavior, their intentions, their goals, and their ability to keep
their job. They must abide by the job description. If they are in fact “not fired” yet,
they must be abiding by it. That means, the people who called for their firing would
prove just how informed they were and state “the CM does a good job toward their
job description, but the job description should be changed.”
In the case of our CM here in Pacific Grove, the job description states “ the
City Manager provides City Council objective information and recommendations
regarding the issues and decisions before City Council.” If the CM doesn’t do that,
it would be grounds for firing. The challenge would be for the survey respondents
to note exactly where the CM veered from City Council objectives. Did they get
the lowest but best bids for capital improvement projects? I attend every council
meeting and I disagreed on the capital improvement projects almost 100% of the
time, but never had trouble with the bids or the professionalism of the outcome. Did
the CM put out RFP’s (if you don’t know what those are, you shouldn’t be answering
no ding dang survey and think you have a valuable voice in deciding what makes a
good CM). Now if you read my column, you’d know that I think there should have
been an RFP where there wasn’t one and I was pretty upset about it. But that’s not
the fault of the CM; the Council had made up its mind and was going to award the
permit renewal regardless. The owner of that permit had not met criteria named in
the prior permit they held for decades yet the CM couldn’t have swayed that approval if they tried. Council wanted that permit holder to keep their monopoly without
competition (not that I’m bitter. Ok, I’m pretty bitter). The Council all stated “he’s
such a nice guy.” That’s who gets your permits here and that has nothing to do with
the CM. That’s on Council.
And just because this CM, with the goal of economic growth, well-being, and
now recovery as part of our City’s mission, entertained permits for a cannabis store,
he didn’t “win” that one. Council snuffed it so painfully slow and enmired it in so
many filibustered and backlash delays that you’d think they were all smoking pot
and couldn’t get off the couch to just courageously say they don’t want a dispensary. And thus, they and only they are priming us for a lawsuit. Or how about the
Council not being able to figure out zoning for the railroad right of way? That isn’t
the CM and it isn’t the staff. It’s Council. Golf Course restaurant filibuster delays?
Council. The street closure was before Council and they couldn’t figure out the politics around the agenda item and messed that up so bad, it’s any wonder Rogers Rule
of Conduct didn’t rise from his grave and give them a good wap on their desks. Any
City that helped it’s merchants, closed their streets. And many of them will remain
closed in the future. Do you know why? It’s successful. So Chamber of Commerce
wizard that Mo is as reported in the survey article, can’t be trusted to give you an
accurate accounting of who did and did not want the street closed. He asked a couple of people and reported on it. Ask him. Ask him how many people and with one
of the answers, let’s say a merchant on the corner of one of the streets, ask Mo what
he owes that merchant. Then you’ll get why he opposed the street closure. Ask him.
Ask him to tell you instead of reading it yet again in a newspaper about how bad the
CM is. I’m begging you. Ask him.
The only thing I’d say “harumph” about the CM is he should have backed
up his staff a few meetings ago. When Mayor Peake twice stated a staff member’s
name during Council meeting as the person who publicized the winner of an RFP too
early, the CM should have asked him to retract the name, taken full responsibility
and schooled the mayor that we don’t do things like that. And we certainly don’t do
it twice. Peake did it twice in two separate meetings. Bad form sir. And CM, you
should have backed staff up.
But this overreaching statement (say “staff”, not the person’s name) might be
a good will effort toward our new mission of transparency led by Council member
McAdams. You’ll recognize her as the Council member who zooms a backdrop
of a living room from out of Martha Stewart Living with a lovely view of snow
covered pine trees and designer furniture. I know where she lives; I know we’re
in lock-down and not allowed to travel; I know she hasn’t left town and yet......it’s
someone else’s living room that has snow. What is she trying to tell us? Her house
isn’t good enough to be the backdrop like everyone else’s backdrop on zoom (as in,
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the rest of us). That she is more affluent than she is? That affluence and nice living
rooms means something about who you are? Transparent? I....don’t....think....so.
And finally, I’m going to ask you to take a survey. You tell me your decisions at
work met your job description and you carried that out despite unpopular approval.
Tell me you worked in the same town you lived (that was the other major complaint
about the CM) and what that has to do with any little thing in conducting your job.
Do you mean to tell me that if you were disabled and bedridden, you couldn’t do the
job of a CM? Do you mean to tell me that if Obama or Bush wanted to be our CM,
they couldn’t do it from DC? And tell me you understand how CM’s are at the
mercy of the Council. Tell me you are transparent in your work relationships. Then
tell me a survey reaches the far corners of popular opinion and should be relied on
for the basis of anything that makes any difference. And McAdams, tell me that’s
your house in the backdrop.

Bob Silverman

Carmel Valley Report

Water water everywhere

This is a garden image of a garden frog waiting for Spring (©Bob Silverman)

This report is being. Written on Jan. 23, 2021. We just had our first winter storm
And an all-night power failure . PG&E restored power. More wind than rain so far.
There are already sign of Spring as lillies can be seen in full bloom and just starting
to grow as seen in the image with the garden frog. We are all waiting
For our vaccine and spring time. This would be a good time to join the National
Weather Service “WEATHER SPOTTER” program and turn your location into a weather
spotter station. Lots of great education and all free.
The valley roses just cut back late last year are growing fast and the first new leaves
are starting to show. Being near the river we have always had flood insurance but not
had flooding since moving here in 1988 which was a drought year. The river had not
reached the ocean for years and all were very happy when it did until the flooding
began. Evacuations Came around 2am in the morning. The local hotels took us all in
a very low rates.
One friend had three feet of water come through his house and send water over
his two cars parked in the street. Changes were undertaken since. We were told during
past flooding that when we reach low tide the water moves past the valley much sooner.
On one early morning evacuation Carmel Valley Road was covered by a mud slide and
that kept us at our hotel for quite a few days. Former President Bush was governor of
Texas at the time . If you are ordered to leave due to flash flood danger it is a good idea
to go. In times of virus we hope that this does not happen.
Stay Dry And Safe.
Bob Silverman
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Photographer/Archivist Pat Hathaway

Pascal “Pat” Marc Hathaway
(March 27, 1948 – January 5, 2021)
By Dixie Layne in memory of Pascal “Pat” M. Hathaway with a thank you to Carol Bradley Lauderdale for
shepherding me with my raw emotions through my writing this story and proofreading it for me time and again.
Pascal “Pat” Hathaway passed away January 5, 2021
in his Pacific Grove home. His unexpected death left his
Pacific Grove family, friends, and colleagues, as well as
the community at large, in shock and grieving for their
beloved son.
Pat’s life was not as tragic as some would want to
portray; it was filled with the history of his generation –
child of post World War II, Vietnam vet, love and peace,
music, suburban living, the arts, and new freedoms. He
left us loved, cherished, and with a legacy beyond all
expectations.
He was born of a love affair that took place amongst
the chaos and destruction of World War II France. His
father was a French Resistance fighter who fell in love
with a young and beautiful French girl in Orleans, France.
Pascal was born post-war in a place surrounded by devastation caused by war in a country that evokes thoughts
of beauty and love. The love didn’t hold, fading as the
re-building of Europe began and American military forces
arrived to help.
Among the men in uniform that arrived in France
was Colonel James L. Hathaway. The Colonel met the
young and beautiful Joelle LeGrand, and they married in
1951 on a summer’s day in her hometown. It was May
1953, when the new LeGrand Hathaway family moved to
Carmel. Five years later the Colonel retired from his last
duty station, Fort Ord, and the family moved to Pacific
Grove where Pascal started third grade at Lighthouse
Elementary School. This was the same year Elmarie Dyke
revived the Feast of Lanterns and asked the Colonel to be
a judge to select Miss Pacific Grove, who would become
Queen Topaz.
It was at Lighthouse Elementary where Pascal met
his lifelong friend, Patrick Lovejoy. This meeting and
their bond was kismet. Patrick’s family has a strong
bond with John Steinbeck and Ed Ricketts, and as Pat
matured and his interest in local history developed, Pat’s
own relationship evolved with Ed Ricketts’ two eldest
children – Ed Jr and Nancy. It was over the next several
years that Pascal took on the Americanized version of his
French name, because by the time I met him at Pacific
Grove Junior High School, he was Pat.
Pat and his camera fell in love with the Bixby Creek
Bridge, and in the 1970s Pat was privileged to live in
the Sailor House that sits on the Bixby House estate,
adjacent to the bridge. Living in the estate’s guesthouse
with its magnificent views of the bridge and ocean set his
creativity in overdrive. He lived an idyllic life in those
years, pursuing his art, and creating lifelong memories,
all the while his career was taking off. His passion for
photography and love of the natural world led him to
photographing the Orcas in our bay and along the coastline from Alaska to San Diego. On a boat, cruising the
Bay or coastline was one of his greatest pleasures, from

1.
Pascal “Pat” Marc Hathaway at Pacific
Biological Labs, Cannery Row Day Nov 9,
2019, photo: John Sanders
2.
Joelle Marie LeGrand with Pascal Marc
LeGrand, born March 27, 1948 in Orleans,
France
3.
Mother and son in France c 1952
4.
Pascal with his mother soon after
arriving in Carmel 1953
5.
Lighthouse Elementary School, 1961,
th
6 grade: Pascal, 2nd row third from left;
Patrick Lovejoy, top row 2nd from right
6.
Pat with his friend Carla at the Sail
Loft, Bixby Landing, Big Sur dining on quiche
1974
7.
Bixby Creek Bridge Photo: Pat M.
Hathaway, CA View Collection
8.
Pat with Kilroy at Sea World San Diego
1967
9.
Orca, Monterey Bay Photo: Pat M
Hathaway, CA Views
10.
Pat breaking for a Pepsi, Vietnam 1968
11.
GI Pat stops off on his way to Alaska to
say hello to Kandu at the Seattle Aquarium
12.
Pat and members of the Camera Arts
Club at the Exhibition Hall in Alaska Land
Fairbanks, Alaska 1969

Pascual ‘Pat’ Hathaway
Memorial

his teens to the day he died. Pat was able to capture the
majesty of these great animals with his camera. A talented
man was Pat Hathaway.
Pat’s relationship with his stepfather was complicated. The Colonel was a bit old to take on such a young
son; he was strict, gruff, and all military. Pat was a free
spirit and all about his collections, exploring Pacific
Grove, cameras and photography. Although the Colonel
had legally adopted him, Pat never felt connected to the
Colonel and considered him his stepfather. His mother had
told him his birth-father had died the year he was born, as
stories were often told in those days. She was doing what
she thought best, to protect her son. After the war, Pat’s
birth-father entered politics and was assassinated in 1973.
The Colonel convinced Pat that military service
after high school would be a good idea. He’d see the
world and get some training. Pat served his first year in
Vietnam with his camera, which is where he was exposed
to Agent Orange – his death sentence. The second year
he was stationed in Alaska. It was just a couple of years
before Pat’s passing that he made his way back up north
to Alaska to visit his dear friend, Nancy Ricketts. Ed Jr
had already passed away a year or two before he made the
Alaska trip. Pat attended Ed Jr’s memorial in Mill Valley,
California. Over the years Ed Jr and Pat saw each other
often, and when I was writing a piece for the Heritage
Society’s “Board and Batten”, Pat called him when we
had a question about his family for which neither of us
had answers. Ed Jr was happy to answer our questions
and provide us with photographic evidence – and I made a
new friend. For Pat and me, there was always one question
left unanswered about Nancy and Ed Jr’s mother, and it
was just days after Pat’s death that I found the answer and
wanted so much to tell my friend Pat what I had learned.
I miss my brother and fellow history geek.
Pat and his mother were a wonderful mother and son
team. Once the Colonel passed in 1985, Pat stepped in as
her caregiver, until her death in 2014. She was a joyous
woman who loved to entertain. She was a cancer survivor
and paraplegic from 1969, but that didn’t slow her down.
She could be seen racing about town in her orange car
she called Pumpkin, and loved nothing more than to cook
fabulous meals for friends and family. She was a gourmet
cook, or should I say chef.
It was just about four years ago when Pat became
interested in finding his paternal birth family. The
journey started when he came across something in his
mother’s possessions after her death. I remember it was
an article from a newspaper, French, of course – it was
his birth-father’s obit. There was a photo. Pat looked just
like him. He was unmistakably Pat’s father. Pat had the
article translated; maybe by my friend Eva Lothar. She
was one of his mother’s dear friends from those wonderful years when all the local French women use to gather
and have glorious times. It didn’t take long for Pat to

13.
Pat with his mentor and friend,
Elmarie H.H. Dyke at his PGAC exhibition,
March 10, 1973
14.
Pat at his PG Art Center studios
c1970s
15.
Pat with Ed Ricketts Jr at San Jose
State University 2002
16.
Pat with his mother at home

find his half-brother. He was the only person that I know
who loved research as much as I do. Pat reached out to
his half-brother. It was awkward because as little as Pat
knew about his deceased birth-father and half-brother, he
was prepared to find his half-brother, who knew nothing
of Pat’s existence. All the same, he loved having a French
connection. As much as he would have liked that to have
been a kumbaya moment, he told me he was “happy to
have a family – Inge and I were his family.” Inge, who
he protected and mentored and was his best friend for
nearly 40 years, and me, I was his sister. We talked of our
connection and shared everything: thoughts and dreams
and troubles and successes. Just like siblings do.
Pat had a good life, even with its dark moments. Isn’t
that what everyone’s life looks like? None of us have
perfect childhoods or lives without hardship. He was
proud of the collection he had accumulated over 60-plus
years. I loved how we reconnected after I moved back to
Pacific Grove after being gone for so long. I treasure the
stories we published together, how we geeked-out over
local history – his putting visuals to my stories, my putting
words to his visuals. If I have one complaint, besides him
leaving us all way too soon, it is when we’d go out to
eat, as we often did, he always wanted to go to Victorian
Corner. I should have insisted he be more adventurous –
his mother would have liked him develop his pallet. He
often talked about replacing his photos that hung on the
Victorian Corner’s walls – they were faded by time and
the sun. He didn’t get around to it – gone too soon.
As his inner circle of family and friends start making
their way through the grief we feel at the loss of our dear,
gentle, honest friend: our brother, mentor, and partner; we
will do all we can to honor his wishes as he shared them
with us so often - scattering his ashes with the Orcas and
at the bridge, with his mother in Pacific Grove, ensuring
his Inge is taken care of, and delivering his complete
collection safely to the Bancroft Library at the University
of California - Berkeley. We’ll miss you forever Pascal
“Pat” Marc Hathaway nee LeGrand Charlie.
It was 2018, when Patricia Hamilton requested a bio
on Pat and how his collection developed for her second
of “Life in Pacific Grove”. Working to develop this bio
of Pat for Patricia, Pat and I went through the complete
process of interview, review, and approvals. The following is what was published. I am so thankful we took the
time to document his story of CA Views. – Dixie Layne

17.
Pat with his mother, Joelle, giving her
computer lessons
18.
Pat in his files at PG Art Center 1981
19.
Pre-digital Pat in his darkroom at PG
Art Center 1975
20.
Pat at PG Art Center working with
glass negative 1983
21.
Pat drives to Sitka, Alaska to visit hi
dear friend, Nancy Rickets. Photo of Polly
Ricketts by Nancy Ricketts September 15,
2015
22.
Pat returns to the Sailor Loft on Bixby
Landing 1-30-2020
23.
Pat at Bixby Landing Jan 30, 2020
24.
Pat at Bixby Landing 1-30-20
25.
Pat on Bixby Creek Bridge 1999
26.
Bixby Creek Bridge 2002 Photo: Pat M.
Hathaway – CA Views Collection
27.
Pat in his Pacific Street, Monterey
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CA View – The Pat Hathaway Collection
“Views of California from Hathaway’s Perch”
By Dixie Layne with Pat Hathaway
Originally published in “Life In Pacific Grove California” with 21 photos October 2018, 1st edition, updated
January 2019.
Pascal Hathaway, or Pat as he is known to friends and
colleagues, has arguably one of the largest privately held
collections of California photographs – 81,000 in total, of
which 35,000 have been scanned at the highest resolution
and are available as digital images. Hathaway’s collection
spans the 1800’s to present day, and primarily consists of
photos from California’s Humboldt County to San Diego,
and Yosemite – although his collection’s focus is coastal
California from Marin County to Santa Barbara.
Hathaway’s interest in photography was inspired by a
12th birthday gift he received – a Kodak Brownie camera,
which is part of a larger collection of cameras that lines
the shelves in his home, along with hundreds of prints that
adorn his walls and are meticulously filed in cabinets and
bins that have taken over two rooms in his Pacific Grove
home. Hathaway acquired his first professional camera
when he was in high school, and became the yearbook
staff photographer in his junior and senior years while Mr.
Bruce Henderson was the yearbook advisor.
When asked what was next, he simply says, “I progressed from there.” His progression followed into the
Army where he was first stationed in Vietnam in 1968 and
then Alaska in 1969, where he ran the craft shop photography lab for leisure. During his tour of duty in Vietnam
and Alaska, he carried his camera with him everywhere.
After his service was complete in 1970, Hathaway came
back to Pacific Grove and started looking for a job – and
by happenstance, he came across Jan Josselyn who was
getting rid of all her husband’s photographic “stuff”. It
was one of those take it all or nothing situations. Josselyn
told him the museums or libraries weren’t interested in
the collection, she was happy to hear he was interested
in it. Hathaway took it all.
Included in the “take it all” stuff was a collection of
over 7,000 5x7 glass and film negatives that were photos
of Monterey County taken over several decades by Lewis
Josselyn, plus his photographic equipment. He made
several prints of Josselyn’s work and hung the photos
on his walls – “friends wanted copies and it snowballed
from there.” This was the beginning of a long career for
Hathaway as a photo collector, photographic historian,
and archivist.
It was at this same time that Hathaway also started
working for the legendary Elmarie Hurlbert Hyler Dyke
as her chauffeur and helped her with various projects at
the PG Art Center. A position that provided him an insight

into the business end of the art world and a position he
was happy to hold until her death in 1981. During this
same time period, Hathaway opened a studio in the PG
Art Center, right next door to Elmarie’s studio.
It was 1971, when the Herald did a story on Hathaway
and his photography – and this story was the catalyst for
people seeking Hathaway out to give him their photographic collections. It was also what led Hathaway to start
browsing through old phone books to help him track down
photographers who weren’t working or living any longer
in an attempt to acquire their collections. When Hathaway
asked if they would like to donate or sell their work to him
for his collection, well,” they were just happy someone
wanted their work.” Hathaway muses, “I have no idea
how much stuff went to the dump before I came along.”
Beyond the Josselyn collection Hathaway took possession of in 1970, he was gifted with a collection of photographs of Yosemite, Pacific Grove, the early California
Missions, and the aftermath of the 1906 earthquake all
taken by Edgar A. Cohen from 1890 through the 1920’s.
A.C. Heidrick (1876-1955) took panoramic photographs
from 1907 through 1940, and his children gifted those
photos, happily, to Hathaway.
Hathaway was acquainted with Charles K. Tuttle’s
daughter, Winifred Beaumont, and when she began to
distribute her father’s photos to various organizations in
the early 1970s she gave Hathaway a collection of his
photos taken from 1880 through the 1920’s. Hathaway
also received C.W.J. Johnson’s photo collection that consisted primarily of images of the Peninsula from 1880 to
1903. Hathaway’s collection consists of, in total, some 70
photographers’ work for whom he has at least 50 images
or more, and another 1,000 photographers whose collections he posseses is less than 50 images each.
Hathaway kept his studio in the PG Art Center for 15
years, where during this time he kept expanding his studio
into adjoining studios, and even after acquiring Elmarie’s
storage space in the PG Art Center, he realized he had
outgrown it and relocated CA Views to New Monterey in
1985. He later moved his studio back to PG, and finally to
Monterey on Pacific Street where he remained until 2015,
when it felt like it was time for him to downsize his retail
operation. He had a small showroom on Cannery Row
in the Antique Mall until recently, and now his primary
business location is a 21st century virtual showroom on
the internet – which is open 24/7, address: www.CaViews.
com. Some 20,000 photographs are housed on Hathaway’s
website, organized by location. Copies of all his photographs are for sale through his website.
Over the years Hathaway’s collection has been
shown in a number of galleries and used to decorate the
walls of restaurants, hotels, and other businesses. His first
show was hung at the offices of the Carmel Pine Cone,
his biggest show was at the PG Art Center in 1973, and
there have been many others since then. Today you can
find his photographs adorning the walls of many Pacific

Studio and Gallery
28.
Pat at work in his Monterey studio
and gallery
29.
The photographer
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Grove businesses, including The Beach House at Lovers
Point, Victorian Corner, and Monterey Bay Aquarium.
His photographs can also be found around the Peninsula
in any number of hotels, restaurants, and businesses. If
you ever find yourself admiring photographs of California
vintage scenes, there is a good chance they are from the
Hathaway California Views collection.
One of the most interesting parts of Hathaway’s vast
knowledge about the visual history of California is that
until recently he was not all that interested in his own
family’s history – he knew he had been born in Paris, to
French parents. His father had been reported dead and
after the war Pat’s mother married a U.S. Army officer
who adopted Pat. Pat and his mother moved with his
adoptive father to Fort Ord where he was Deputy Post
Commander from 1956 to 1958. The Hathaways moved
to Pacific Grove when his adoptive father retired from
military service; Pat was just 9. The same year the Hathaway family moved to Pacific Grove his adoptive father
was asked to be a judge for the first Feast of Lanterns’
Miss Pacific Grove pageant.
Hathaway’s paternal grandmother, Mary Hyde Hathaway lived in Carmel and told Hathaway stories of her
playing in the early 1900’s on the grounds of what is now
called the LaPorte Mansion on Lighthouse Avenue. She
told him how there were no other houses around, just a
dairy farm. Hathaway also remembers visiting his great
Aunt Polly (Patricia Hardwick Smith), a widow, who lived
at 609 Gibson Avenue. She had been married to E. Cooke
Smith, who had owned E. Cooke Smith Bank in Pacific
Grove, which was located on the corner of Lighthouse
at Forest Avenues where the Chase Bank now stands.
Recently Hathaway has developed an interest in
tracing his own genealogy, and has since learned quite a
bit about the generations of his family who have lived in
Pacific Grove for nearly 150 years. He has since learned
his great grandparents Marcus D. and Alice Hyde once
lived at 148 Forest Avenue, about 1890 – although the
house was moved to David Avenue in the 1920’s. He also
found that he had a relative, a great grandfather, stationed
at the Presidio of Monterey in 1902; one Lt. Charles
Emery Hathaway, who was one of the white officers in
charge of a company of Buffalo Soldiers stationed there.
Who knows, maybe Hathaway’s great collection
of photographs and his newly acquired knowledge of
his relatives will inspire him to create another of his
wonderful phottographic books on his family’s Pacific
Grove genealogy. In the meantime, Hathaway’s collection
can be viewed on and purchased through his website,
www.CaViews.com, and he can be reached via phone at
831/373.3811.Pat Hathaway
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Library Holds Pick Up

Holds may be picked up at Pacific Grove Public Library on Mondays, 3-6 pm, and Wednesdays,
10am-1pm. As always, our partner Monterey Public Library will accept your Pacific Grove items for
return and is also providing Sidewalk Service Hold Pickup. Please check the MPL website (www.
monterey.org/library) for their hours and information.
Be sure to select PGPL or MPL when placing your hold.

Keep
Social
Distance

Need help placing holds? Call 831-648-5760 and we will be happy to assist you.
Remember to wear a mask, practice physical distancing, and bring your library card or ID with you.
You are invited to take this opportunity to “browse” New Books and DVDs available to check out,
displayed in the large front window. We look forward to seeing you!

Wear Masks
in Public

Practice

Social

Distancing

MANDO’S
We’re Back From Vacation!
Opening for TakeOut
& Outdoor Dining
162 Fountain Ave.
Pacific Grove
Open Until 9:00
831-920-1677 • 831-656-9235
Reservations Welcome
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Your Achievements

People

Madison Heid Named to College of
Charleston Dean’s List

Madison Heid of Pebble Beach was named to the College of Charleston Fall 2020
Dean’s List. Heid is majoring in Communication .
Heid is among the more than 2,600 students who were named to the College of
Charleston President’s List and Dean’s List for Fall 2020.
To qualify for President’s List (Highly Distinguished), students must earn a GPA
of 3.800 or higher and complete a minimum of 14 semester hours.
To quality for Dean’s List (Distinguished), students must earn a GPA of 3.600 or
higher and complete a minimum of 14 semester hours.
Located in the heart of historic Charleston, South Carolina, the College of Charleston is a nationally recognized public liberal arts and sciences university. Founded in
1770, the College is among the nation’s top universities for quality education, student
life and affordability. Its beautiful and historic campus, combined with contemporary
facilities, cutting-edge programs and accessible faculty, attracts students from across
the U.S. and around the world.

Wear Your
Mask
in Public

Legal Notices
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT
File Number 20202376
The following person is doing business as: CARRIE YOUR VOICE, 165 Evans Avenue, Pacific Grove, 93950,
Monterey County, CA. CARRIE JEAN CROOK 1165 Evans Avenue., Pacific Grove, CA 93950. This statement was filed with the County Clerk of Monterey County on December 30, 2020. Registrant commenced to
transact business under the fictitious business name or names listed above on N/A. Signed, Carrie Crook. This
business is conducted by an individual.. Publication dates: 1/8, 1/15, 1/22, 1/29/21
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Local Students Named to Hamilton College
Fall 2020 Dean’s List
The following local residents were named to the Dean’s List at Hamilton College
for the 2020 fall semester:
Lucy Beckett of Carmel by the Sea (93921). Beckett, a junior majoring in psychology, is a graduate of Carmel Unified School District.
Samantha Smock of Carmel (93923). Smock, a sophomore, is a graduate of The
York School.
To be named to the Dean’s List, a student must have carried throughout the semester a course load of four or more graded credits with an average of 3.5 or above.
Originally founded in 1793 as the Hamilton-Oneida Academy, Hamilton College
offers an open curriculum that gives students the freedom to shape their own liberal
arts education within a research- and writing-intensive framework. Hamilton enrolls
1,850 students from 49 states and 49 countries. Additional information about the college
can be found at www.hamilton.edu.
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SPCA Monterey County Sheltering 41 Evacuated Pets
SPCA Monterey County is currently caring for 41 evacuated pets, including 9 dogs, 14 cats, 17 horses, and one donkey due to evacuation orders and debris flows during
this major winter storm.
If you are given orders to evacuate, please always take your pets with you. SPCA Monterey County will be here to shelter animals if you do not have other places to take
your pets.
If you need assistance with sheltering, please call the SPCA at 831-373-2631 during the day or 831-264-5424 at night.
Prepare now to ensure a calm evacuation should you receive orders. We have tips available at spcamc.org.
How You Can Help:
Please donate to help at www.spcamc.org/disaster-donate. Thank you for your support that makes all our programs, including disaster response and preparedness,
possible. We are here for you, because of you.
If You Are Given Evacuation Orders:
Please take your animals with you. If you need assistance, please call us at 831-373-2631 during the day or 831-264-5424 at night.
Prepare now to ensure a calm evacuation should you receive orders. We have tips available at spcamc.org. Find a place for your pets now, if possible, so that we can
continue to help those who have no other options.
For more information, please visit spcamc.org
SPCA Monterey County is not a chapter of any other agency and we don’t have a parent organization. Everything we do is made possible by the support of our compassionate donors. All of our disaster response services are offered at no charge to our community. During the 2020 wildfires, SPCA Monterey County rescued, sheltered, evacuated,
and cared for over 1,400 animals.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) Monterey County is your nonprofit, independent, donor-supported humane society that has been serving the
animals and people of Monterey County since 1905. The SPCA is not a chapter of any other agency and does not have a parent organization. They shelter homeless, neglected
and abused pets and livestock, and provide humane education and countless other services to the community. They are the local agency you call to investigate animal cruelty,
rescue and rehabilitate injured wildlife, and aid domestic animals in distress.
Online: www.SPCAmc.org.
Facebook: /SPCAmc
Instagram: @SPCAmc
Twitter: @SPCAmc

After the Storm in PG
Photos by Gary Baley
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Karen Paull

Monterey Peninsula Water Management
District Director, Division 4

Our Water

New Water Board Rolls Up Its Sleeves

*Karen Paull was elected to a 4-year term on the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District Board in November 2020. In this column she speaks for herself, not
the District. [you can put this wherever it normally goes – beginning or end]
Mayor Clyde Roberson Joins the Board
One of the seven seats on the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District
Board is reserved for a representative chosen by the mayors of all the cities within the
District. Carmel Mayor Dave Potter has been the mayoral representative for some time.
Recently the mayors decided to rotate this assignment. They asked Monterey Mayor
Clyde Roberson to fill this seat beginning this year.
Mayor Roberson will be a great addition to the Board. Also, rotating the assignment
is a good idea, in my unsolicited opinion. Rotation means all cities on the Peninsula will
be represented in turn, and the Water Board will benefit over time from the participation
of mayors who have different constituencies, concerns, and perspectives.
With the addition of Mayor Roberson, three of the six current members are new.
The other two are Amy Anderson (Division 5), and myself (Division 4). There will
soon be a fourth.
Will the New Division 3 Director Be Appointed or Elected?
The Division 3 Director seat is vacant due to the resignation of Molly Evans on
December 15th. The Board may appoint someone to fill that vacancy for two years
at a special meeting (open to the public) on January 28. Six people have expressed
interest. They have been invited to make a statement at the January 28 meeting, and
Board members may ask them questions. If the Board does not appoint someone at
the January 28 meeting, the new Director will probably be chosen by the voters later
this year in the next regular election, in November.
The January 28 special meeting begins at 6 p.m. It is open to the public via Zoom.
For more information, go to https://www.mpwmd.net/who-we-are/board-of-directors/
bod-meeting-agendas-calendar/.
Highlights of January 25th Board Meeting
Measure J Next Steps
General Manager Dave Stoldt summarized which of the necessary tasks have been
completed and presented a timeline for the next steps. The timeline will be posted on
the MPWMD website.
Board Votes Not To Sign Off on Bypass Pipeline in Seaside

The Board decided not to approve an environmental impact
statement required to begin construction of a “bypass pipeline”
along General Jim Moore Boulevard in Seaside. The pipeline would
run parallel to an existing one. It could be used for the Pure Water
Expansion project (if it moves forward) or to transport water from Cal
Am’s proposed desalination plant in Marina (if it is ever built). The
Board was told that regardless of which of those two projects moves
forward, the bypass pipeline would increase the potential capacity of
Pure Water Monterey (PWM) and the Aquifer Storage and Recovery
(ASR) project under certain conditions. Both the Board and members
of the public had questions, such as:
The same bypass pipeline is included in the Pure Water Expansion plan, which may
move forward soon. Why build the pipeline now as a separate project?
Does Cal Am want the pipeline built as a separate project, now, in order to improve its
chances of obtaining a coastal permit for its desal plant in Marina?
If the pipeline is needed to increase the capacity of ASR and PWM regardless of
whether Expansion or the Cal Am desal plant moves forward, how do we quantify
the increased ASR and PWM capacity? (The answer is complicated.)
How much would the bypass pipeline cost? Does it increase the ASR and PWM capacity
enough to justify the cost to ratepayers?
If the bypass pipeline is built to improve Monterey One Water’s ASR, is the Water
Management District the appropriate agency to assume responsibility for the environmental review?
It appears that a second pipeline may be needed at some point, but the Board could
not sign off on it without answers to these and other questions. I, for one, want to
make sure that only things that are needed are built and that every ratepayer dollar
is spent wisely.
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The Folklore of Big Sur by
Adam Miller
© 2021 by Adam Miller / Folksinging.org

When I visited Big Sur in the 1990s, a lifelong resident of the community told me
a story about a woman who, for many years, lived in one of those Big Sur homes set
high upon the edge of a bluff, hundreds of feet above the sea, with the breakers crashing
on the rocks below. Day after day, she backed the same automobile out of the same
carport, without incident – week after week, decade after decade. Until one fateful day,
perhaps diverting her eyes from the rear-view mirror for a mere fraction of a second, she
backed out of the carport just a wee bit too far, and went right off the cliff, to her death.
At the time of my visit, this tragedy had recently occurred, and neighbors were
still talking about it.
In a few decades, this historical incident will be relegated to the annals of folklore.
Future generations who hear the story may doubt its veracity – but they’ll have to admit
that it’s a good story.
*
The 20th century German philosopher Walter Benjamin wrote that, “Traces of the
storyteller cling to the story like the handprints of a potter cling to the clay vessel.”
Hannah Arendt, also a German philosopher, wrote thoughtfully about Walter
Benjamin’s ideas. She said that Benjamin believed a story or picture could stand on its
own two feet, unassisted and unencumbered by too much commentary – and that such
explanations were, in essence, akin to leading the witness.
According to Arendt, Benjamin thought that “the intention of such investigation,”
was “to plumb the depths of language and thought … by drilling rather than excavating”
so as not to (as Arendt put it) “…ruin everything with explanations … What mattered to
him above all was to avoid anything that might be reminiscent of empathy, as though a
given subject of investigation had a message in readiness which easily communicated
itself, or could be communicated, to the reader or spectator.
Folklore is what everyone in town already knows and no one thinks twice about
– an often-unsupported notion, custom, saying, or story that is widely circulated, and
passed on from one person’s mouth to another person’s ear, in an oral tradition. A story
is often modified (consciously or unconsciously) in the process of its transmission from
one person to another and from one generation to the next. They call this transformation
the “folk process.”
Somehow myths endure the inevitable evolution of the folk process better than the
actual historical events they chronicle. By the time folklore is documented in literature,
it has usually been polished by many anonymous hands, through decades and sometimes
centuries of telling and retelling.
“We need not try to make history out of legend,” wrote Sir Charles Leonard Woolley, “but we ought to assume that beneath much that is artificial or incredible, there
lurks something of fact.”

•

As a boy, I often visited the cemeteries across the street from “Dennis the Menace”
(El Estero) Park, in Monterey, California. I especially enjoyed reading the inscriptions
on the oldest headstones, in which family tragedies were often reduced to five or six
words. That’s where, I first saw the grave marker of Daniel R. Castro, age 13, in the
San Carlos Cemetery on Fremont Street.
On Sunday morning, April 16, 1899, two of David Castro sons, Alex and Daniel,
age 19 and 13, respectively, left their home (later, the site of Deetjen’s Big Sur Inn)
to go hunting. Around 6:00 pm, Alex heard two shots from his little brother Daniel’s
gun. He went to see what Daniel had shot and found his brother bleeding from a gunshot wound. The bullet had entered just below Daniel’s breastbone and exited the left
shoulder blade. The canyon was very steep, and Alex had to carry his brother on his
back, packing him all the way out of the canyon. Once on the trail, he left Daniel in the
shade and ran to get their father and they brought Daniel back to the house.
Two of the Castro’s neighbors, Lola Oled and Lizzie Post, ran a mile and a half on
foot, from Post’s to Castro’s and were the first to arrive. There wasn’t much they could
do for the severely wounded boy. The father hitched up two horses to a spring wagon
and raced the injured boy to a doctor in Monterey. But half a mile from the house, at
about 9:00 pm, his young son Daniel died of his wounds.
David Castro, Joe Post, and Alex transported Daniel’s body to Monterey in the
wagon. Amanda Castro, the boy’s mother had, for several weeks, been caring for her
sick daughter at a friend’s home in Pacific Grove. E. J. Burns went ahead to deliver the
tragic news. Daniel’s body was brought to the Monterey home of a blacksmith from
Big Sur named Jose De La Torre, and coroner H. V. Muller was called.
At the inquest the following day, David Castro asked Alex how the accident happened. “Don’t ask me,” Alex replied. “It is done and can’t be help. Don’t scold me.”

*

John L.D. Roberts MD, was the first physician to practice medicine in Big Sur,
traveling down the coast in a two-wheel cart pulled by his horse, Daisy. In time, Daisy
became so familiar with the crooked dirt road that Roberts claimed he could sleep in
the cart until they arrived at their destination. They accomplished the one-way journey
from Monterey to Big Sur in a brisk three and a half hours. Roberts practiced medicine
in the Big Sur area for twelve years.
Roberts told the following story to Rosalind Sharpe Wall, in 1946, when he was
84 years old:
“When I was first practicing down the coast [around 1890] there was an Indian
woman living in the Little Sur. She was a widow. She had a little boy, age nine, who was
ill. He had a seven-year-old sister. Every day, the mother sent the sister on horseback
down the road to get milk and the neighbors saw her going by with her brother behind
her in the saddle. But her brother had been home sick in bed all the time.”
“This was Indian magic,” the mother claimed when Doc Robert asked her about
it. The boy was protecting his sister. When it was needed, a person could send what
the Egyptian’s would call his ka or etheric double in his stead, so that it could be seen
by others.

*

John Steinbeck’s mother, Olive B. Hamilton was born in 1862. Her parents were
from Ireland. Her dad worked as a blacksmith in Castroville. She was a sensible and
pragmatic woman who, in the 1880s, taught grade school down the coast in Big Sur.
Olive Hamilton’s grandson (John Steinbeck’s son) Thomas Steinbeck, born in 1944,
was a gifted writer like his dad. He said of his grandmother Olive, that if, “she couldn’t
see it, read it, hear it, touch, or taste it…it didn’t exist.”
SEE FOLKLORE Page 16
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Photo of Lovers Point bu
Bob Oacello

Wanda Parrott
Homeless in Paradise
MONTEREY PENINSULA
MAKEOVERS—Part 5

ARE YOU READY FOR THE WRANGLING TO BEGIN?
By Wanda Sue Parrott

Recapping the last week is impossible in just 1000 words!
If we weren’t facing local rain that threatened to destroy post-fire properties with mud flows and debris, we trembled with trepidation
about transition of power in Washington, D.C. as Donald J. Trump’s presidential clock ticked down on inaugural day, Wed., Jan. 20, 2021. We
asked:
Will all state capitols be under siege as Joseph R. Biden replaces Trump as sole possessor of the potentially lethal “football” code that
could deliver nuclear devastation?
We breathed in relief at twelve o’clock high Eastern Time.
The Trumps arrived back home in Florida, Biden and Harris became the new leaders, and
the world remained intact.
and resource bank that can meet the needy where they are. . . Once
We also wondered:
we get the trailer, we’ll be passing out pre-made meals and nonWill Biden really sign into law campaign-promised Executive
perishable goods, clothes, blankets, sleeping bags, water, socks and
Orders intended to kickstart more than the economy?
undergarments, tarps, tents, and more. . . Obviously, we’ll need
Will he put into place programs that give equal opportunity to
volunteers, partners and more. . . we’re really hoping to not have to
all races?
purchase a trailer outright and hoping that someone has one that they
And, will mass evictions be averted and shelter be found for the
can part with.”
homeless?
He invites people to contact him at 831-905-0482.
More questions:
I told DM, Pacific Grove, who’d previously contributed to
Will Biden order vaccination of 100 million people in 100
Change a Heart Foundation, that two recipients allegedly used Todd
days?
and then sold their old cars after taking his gifts.
Will he conquer Covid-19?
DM responded: A gift is to be given and its giver should not
Well, it appears that President Biden and Vice President Harris
be judgmental about how the recipient uses or disposes of the gift so
not only hit the ground running, but, like metaphorical rodeo riders,
generously given.
mounted their saddles and began the bronco-busting that’s democracyAs an independent journalist, I needed to be reminded of the
at-work.
non-sectarian adage: Judge not, that ye be not judged,
The U.S. Government didn’t miss a beat!
I now add an old saw of my own: Caveat emptor. Buyer,
I might be wrong, but I seemed to hear some pretty huge sighs
beware!
of relief—or gratitude--from both sides of the political aisle as the
So where do we stand now?
noble political experiment of running the country Of the People, For
I’m like a volunteer bureau chief whose unpaid staff is an everthe People and By the People continued before sundown on Wed., Jan.
changing team of roving reporters. This week’s homeless highlights
20, 2021.
include insights from Supervisor Wendy Root Askew, District 4,
In rodeo terminology, “wrangling” is a technique for achieving
Monterey County Board of Supervisors:
an end.
As of Mon., Jan. 25, the Regional Stay-at-Home Order (RSHO)
Round-up on the Monterey Peninsula
for Monterey County was lifted by Gov. Gavin Newsom. Monterey
Remember the homeless-related questions I asked all seven
County now returns to the Purple Tier which allows outdoor dining,
peninsula mayors a few weeks ago, which only Monterey’s mayor
personal services and other restricted gatherings.
Clyde Roberson and city manager Hans Uslar answered? Well,
For details, cut and paste into your browser: California
I’m still waiting, although a reader called to give her version of the
Blueprint for a Safer Economy .
potential Marina position.
Also: the Eviction Moratorium to protect Californians impacted by Covid-19, which
MM, 75, a retired nurse, said, “Marina isn’t a rich city. There
was extended last week by President Biden to March 30, has now been extended by
are young families here and the city council focuses on programs
Governor Newsom through June 30, 2021. For details, cut and paste into your
to benefit the children. The Veterans Transition Center on old Fort
browser: Eviction Moratorium .
Ord helps the homeless vets, and there’s a Project Roomkey motel in
Finally, in today’s non-sectarian national democratic political
Marina where homeless people are sheltered during the pandemic.”
spirit,
in
which the Creator’s “Holy Name” is invoked, the wrangling
Staying in that motel is HC, a part-time homeless security
has
begun
not only in Washington, D.C. but here in our own
guard who has lived in her vehicle on and off for five years.
backyards! It began with my question after former First Lady, Melania
HC, 74, knows a lot of people in the local community of
Trump, departed the White House carrying a $50,000 black alligatorunsheltered women, some of whom participate in the One Starfish
skin handbag. I asked:
Safe Parking & Supportive Services Program sponsored by Orphan
“What can an expensive purse hold that a black trash bag or
Productions, Inc. (www.onestarfish.org) and others from the
paper sack wouldn’t contain?” The answer? Nothing.
Gathering for Women, which has provided homeless women with
An old-fashioned all-American bronco buster might holler,
supportive resources and a caring community since 2014 (www.
“Thank God!”
gatheringforwomen.org) .
CREDITS: Poster courtesy of Google Free Images. Haiku by Wanda
HC said that last week she learned two homeless women from
Sue Parrott
Gathering for Women got free cars from Change a Heart Foundation
“Homeless in Paradise” is a free public service self-funded and
after apparently meeting Todd Sondgroth in or near Dennis the
produced by independent journalist Wanda Sue Parrott. It appears
Menace Park and telling him their true (?) stories. HC said:
in Facebook, Nextdoor and the Cedar Street Times at www.
“Each had a car of her own, so they took the better cars from
cedarstreettimes.com and on private email lists. If interested in
Todd and sold their old ones.”
being added to the list, submit your request to 831-899-5887,
He was aiming to give 10 cars to ten women by January 31.
My last e-mail from Todd solicited donations for a cargo trailer
amykitchenerfdn@hotmail.com .
he said has been “on my heart” for a while. Todd wrote:
Copyright 2021 by Wanda Sue Parrott
“Essentially, I want to turn this trailer into a mobile food
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Patrick Ryan

Local Real Estate Update
Pebble Beach Year End Review 2019 vs. 2020

Pacific Grove Year End Review 2020 vs. 2019

Last issue we compared the Residential real estate market of Pacific Grove of 2019
vs. 2020. Pacific Grove reflected the craziness of the year with a roller coaster ride of
supply and demand, mainly an increase of demand when caused a decrease of supply.
Pebble Beach is a unique market, that in my opinion really combines three distinct real
estate markets. The Country Club East and West neighborhoods, the Lodge and Central
Pebble Beach and then the Skyline Forest area. I am not sure what the numbers will
show for the year, but, let’s take a look.

2019
2020
% Change

Sold
122
140
15%

List Price
$3.61 Million
$3.70 Million
2.5%

Sold Price
$3.20 Million
$3.50 Million
9.3%
2019
2020
% Change

DOM
113
75
-34%
Sold
153
185
21%

So, 2020 is over now and for me it felt like I lived two to three years with all that
went on. What started out with a Presidential impeachment, turned all sorts of crazy
and did not let up. It seems that 2021 is already off to a crazy start as well and one can
only hope for calmer, more peaceful and healthy times ahead. Residential real estate
started out normal, went into complete shutdown and then took off like a rocket with
a huge booster engine. It has not stopped, and the numbers are going be evidence of
how busy it got in the year of 2020.

Price per sq ft
$828
$896
8.2%
List Price
$1.15 Million
$1.20 Million
4.3%

Sold Price
$1.02 Million
$1.19 Million
6.3%

DOM
60
33
-45%

Price per sq ft
$737
$822
11.5%

Pebble Beach Year End Review 2019 vs. 2020

Last issue we compared the Residential real estate market of Pacific Grove of 2019
vs. 2020. Pacific Grove reflected the craziness of the year with a roller coaster ride of
supply and demand, mainly an increase of demand when caused a decrease of supply.
Pebble Beach is a unique market, that in my opinion really combines three distinct real
estate markets. The Country Club East and West neighborhoods, the Lodge and Central
Pebble Beach and then the Skyline Forest area. I am not sure what the numbers will
show for the year, however, let’s take a look.

2019
2020
% Change

Sold
122
140
15%

List Price
$3.61 Million
$3.70 Million
2.5%

Sold Price
$3.20 Million
$3.50 Million
9.3%

DOM
113
75
-34%

For quick reference to the table above, sold means the total amount of single family
homes that sold in 2017 and 2018. List price is what the home was listed for and sold
price is what the home ultimately sold for. DOM stands for days on market, or how
long it took the home to sell. Price per square foot is determined by dividing the final
sales price by the square footage of the home, which can be useful when evaluating
the asking price or determining the sales price of a home.
Looks like 2020 had the same affect on Pebble Beach that it did on Pacific Grove,
more homes sold, homes sold faster and for more money. All the metrics are positive
with increases across the board, except for the days on market, which has decreased
from 113 days to 75 days on the market on average.
To me, the most interesting and telling numbers lie in the list price and sold price.
In 2019, there was a 11% difference between what sellers were asking and what buyers
were willing to pay, on average. In 2020 that narrowed to 5%, meaning more sellers
got what they wanted and from personal experience, many sellers got more than they
were asking for. Pebble Beach did not have as many multiple offer situations as Pacific
Grove, Monterey or Carmel, but it definitely had more than in recent memory.
Eighteen more homes sold in 2020 vs. 2019, which was a 15% increase and the
price per square foot increased by 8.2%. The most expensive sale in Pebble Beach was
for $28 million dollars for a beautiful, ocean front home located on 17 Mile Drive near
the Lodge. Interestingly, this home first came on the market back in 2017 for almost
$50 million. There were three homes that sold for over $20 million and seven homes
total sold for over $10 million. Covid19 certainly caused quite a few wallets to open
when it came to purchasing homes in Pebble Beach.
If you are a regular reader of my column, you already know what my opinion is
on what lays in store. We will continue with low supply and increased demand for the
foreseeable future on the Monterey Peninsula. Buyers will need agents that have the
pulse of the market and have established good lines of communication with their clients
to really understand their needs. Sellers will need agents with knowledge of what has
sold and for what price in order to provide quality listing/pricing advice. Until next
time…cheers!
Patrick Ryan is an active real estate broker associate with Sotheby’s International
Realty on the Monterey Peninsula happily helping clients sell their homes and client
buy homes. He lives with his family in Pacific Grove and is current President of the
Pacific Grove Rotary. If you have any questions regarding the local market or listing/
buying advice, he can be reached at the following:
Patrick Ryan DRE#01957809 Sotheby’s International Realty, 831.238.8116, patrick.
ryan@sothebyshomes.com

Price per sq ft
$828
$896
8.2%
For quick reference to the table above, sold means the total amount of single family
homes that sold in 2017 and 2018. List price is what the home was listed for and sold
price is what the home ultimately sold for. DOM stands for days on market, or how
long it took the home to sell. Price per square foot is determined by dividing the final
sales price by the square footage of the home, which can be useful when evaluating
the asking price or determining the sales price of a home.
Let’s comment on the obvious first shall we. There was a 21% increase in the
number of homes sold. In 2019, a total of 153 single family homes changed hands and
in 2020 that increased to 185. I can say without a doubt, that the majority of the sales
was in the 3rd and 4th quarters when the demand increased dramatically. I have written
about this before, but this was due to the Covid19 lockdowns and the subsequent exodus
from the Bay Area. The Central Valley buyer has been largely absent from this rally.
All the other trends were positive, except for the days on market, which went from
an average of 60 days on market in 2019 to 33 days on market in 2020. Homes are
now selling in a month’s time, many with multiple offers. This means buyers have to
be ready to act fast when a home that fits their budget and other criteria.
The average list price, sold price and price per square foot were all up in the positive
direction with price per square foot increasing the most with an 11.5% gain. When I
took a look deeper into the numbers it showed that in 2019 there were 8 homes that
sold for over $2 million and in 2020 there were 15 homes that sold for over $2 million.
Interestingly, the average sold price increase more than the average list price. This means
that sellers got closer to their asking price or more than their asking price than in 2019.
2020 is now over and 2021 has now begun. The residential real estate inventory is
still low, and the demand is still high. I have a list of buyer clients looking for homes on
the Monterey Peninsula and it is a challenge finding the right home for them. Buyers
need to be patient and they need to be ready to act fast. Sellers still need to do the right
things in order to get top dollar for their homes when going to market. I have written
about that is previous articles and if you have questions regarding what a seller needs
to do, feel free to reach out to me. Here is to a better 2021 all around.
Patrick Ryan is an active real estate broker associate with Sotheby’s International
Realty on the Monterey Peninsula happily helping clients sell their homes and client
buy homes. He lives with his family in Pacific Grove and is current President of the
Pacific Grove Rotary. If you have any questions regarding the local market or listing/
buying advice, he can be reached at the following:
Patrick Ryan DRE#01957809 Sotheby’s International Realty, 831.238.8116, patrick.
ryan@sothebyshomes.com

Pacific Grove Year End Review 2020 vs. 2019

So, 2020 is over now and for me it felt like I lived two to three years with all that
went on. What started out with a Presidential impeachment, turned all sorts of crazy
and did not let up. It seems that 2021 is already off to a crazy start as well and one can
only hope for calmer, more peaceful and healthy times ahead. Residential real estate
started out normal, went into complete shutdown and then took off like a rocket with
a huge booster engine. It has not stopped, and the numbers are going be evidence of
how busy it got in the year of 2020.

2019
2020
% Change

Sold
153
185
21%

List Price
$1.15 Million
$1.20 Million
4.3%

Sold Price
$1.12 Million
$1.19 Million
6.3%

DOM
60
33
-45%

Price per sq ft
$737
$822
11.5%
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So, it makes it all the more interesting that Olive Hamilton, a no-nonsense western
woman, freely admitted seeing “little dark people” who stood about three feet high,
standing in the shadows of the canyon walls, as she traveled on horseback through the
dark redwood forests, on her way to the schoolhouse.
Her son, the author John Steinbeck, wrote about these Dark Watchers in a short
story called, “Flight,” published in The Long Valley, in 1938, after his mother’s death:
“Pepé looked suspiciously back every minute or so, and his eyes sought the tops
of the ridges ahead. Once, on a white barren spur, he saw a black figure for a moment,
but he looked quickly away, for it was one of the dark watchers. No one knew who
the watchers were, nor where they lived, but it was better to ignore them and never to
show interest in them. They did not bother one who stayed on the trail and minded his
own business.”
Olive Hamilton was adamant, that on more than one occasion, she traded fruit,
nuts and flowers with the Dark Watchers. She would leave gifts for them in a shaded
alcove near Mule Deer Canyon on her way down the coast and retrieve the gifts they
left for her in exchange, on her way back.
The Spanish had called these Dark Watchers, Los Vigilantes Oscuros. A number
of other people reported seeing them, including Thomas Steinbeck (who wrote about
them in a collection of short stories called, Down to a Soundless Sea, published in
2002), the biologist Edward Ricketts, the author Rosalind Sharpe Wall, and the poet
Robinson Jeffers.
Jeffers wrote about the Dark Watchers in his poem, “Such Counsels You Gave to
Me” –“forms that look human to human eyes, but certainly are not human. They come
from behind ridges and watch.”
To this day, there are people who insist that they have seen the Dark Watchers.
Others say that the unseen eyes of the Dark Watchers were watching them. Still others
dismiss these reports as supernatural superstition.

*

In the early 1920s, W.R. Hearst employed hundreds of artisans during the construction of Hearst Castle. The 24-year-old wood sculptor, Harry Dick Ross, worked
at Hearst’s estate in San Simeon as a tile-setter.
Harry Dick’s wife, Lillian Bos Ross was born in 1889. She was known to her friends
as Shanagolden. She and Harry Dick made their first visit to Big Sur in the 1920s. For
years thereafter, they talked about wanting to make their home there.
Fifteen years later, the couple was living in Los Angeles, when Harry Dick learned
that Harry Lafler was planning to build his house in Big Sur. Lafler hired Harry Dick as
a carpenter for $4 a day. Working with a team of stonemasons from Spain, they built a
stone house on the ridge above the future location of Deetjen’s Big Sur Inn.
Lillian was a professional writer and good one. She pragmatically decided that
Salinas was the closest place to Big Sur where she might be able to make a living writing
for the local newspapers. One day, after they’d lived in Salinas for about a year, their
friend Esther Pfeiffer phoned with the news that Beth Livermore needed someone to
live in her house on Livermore Ledge, in Big Sur.
In the late 1940s, Shanagolden and Harry Dick bought land on Partington Ridge,
which, by that time, had become a neighborhood of artists, writers, and other Bohemians.
“We paid about $1,800 for three-a-half-acres – money we’d saved from our wartime
jobs as Aircraft Warning System lookouts,” Harry Dick recalled. “We’d accumulated
interest on a stack of bonds we’d bought from payroll deductions so we could pay cash
for the acreage and the building materials.”
In the 1940s, Shanagolden wrote several books set in the locality of the Big Sur
area, including Blaze Allen and The Stranger – a 1942 best-seller that was later made
into a film called Zandy’s Bride, in 1974. Harry Dick explained, “Shanagolden had an
agreement with herself. She wrote a thousand words every day. So, after coffee and a
little breakfast, she’d get to her typewriter. Maybe I’d do a little work in the garden or
go to my studio to carve.”
Harry Dick Ross reminisced, “The mailman was gorgeous in those days. He came
three times a week and his coming was a big event. On Monday, you could give them
your list, and on Wednesday he’d bring you your groceries from Monterey. Everybody
loved going to the mailman to get their steaks and what not, for Sunday.”
Shortly after the Rosses finished building their house, Henry Miller moved up from
Anderson Creek into the house next door on Partington Ridge. He wound up staying for
eighteen years. Shanagolden died in 1959. When Henry Miller’s young wife, Evelyn
“Eve” McClure (a former chorus girl from the Earl Carroll Vanities) left him, in 1962,
she married their next-door neighbor Harry Dick Ross.
Harry Dick said, “[Henry Miller] was probably the finest neighbor anybody ever
had. He was always bubbling, always full of ideas. When Shanagolden was ill, he’d come
over and read to her, be with her, even when she wasn’t fully aware of his presence.”
Back in 1924, Harry Dick and Shanagolden wanted to explore what they perceived
as “a blank stretch on the map” that lay between Monterey and San Simeon, just north
of the Hearst estate. Years before the new highway was completed, they made their very
first trip to Big Sur, hiking up the coast trail from San Simeon to Monterey.
Shanagolden grew up in Minnesota. She was a novelist and she loved folklore.
She’d heard the story how, shortly after Mexican independence, Maria Joseph had lost
the deed to the San Jose y Sur Chiquito land grant in a card game.
She and Harry Dick were hiking though a redwood canyon when they came upon
the ruins of an old homestead. There they found a decaying child’s cradle and an old
stone fireplace with the name “Juan Jaro de Castro” carved into the rotting mantelpiece.
Shanagolden was haunted by this image and the experience inspired her to write a poem
called The Coast Ballad.
The strongest force in the folk music process is the recycling of familiar melodies.
Shanagolden set her poem to the tune of a love song composed by Gussie L. Davis, an
African American songwriter in New York City, in 1886, called, Irene, Good Night,
that had become part of the oral tradition.
Her lyric began:
My name is Lonjano de Castro, my father was a Spanish grandee
But I won my wife in a card game, to hell with those lords o’er the sea

In 1926, a professional folklorist from Baltimore, Sam Eskin, set Shanagolden’s
poem to his original minor key melody and called it, “The Ballad of the South Coast”.
It’s quite widespread now. But it’s a much better song when sung as Shanagolden
intended, to the Irene, Good Night melody.

*

Frank Post, born in 1859 on the Big Sur coast, remembered his childhood years
when his family lived at Soberanes Creek, miles from the nearest neighbors, during the
American Civil War – and the “Great Sur Bears.” The California grizzly bear (Ursus
arctos californicus) was a ferocious creature – heavier and larger than those found elsewhere in the continental United States. They were said to attack without provocation.
Some weighed as much as 2,000 pounds and stood 10 feet tall upon their hind legs. Old
Clubfoot, the largest grizzly bear ever seen on the North American continent, was shot
south of Redding, California, in 1885, by old Trapper Hendricks. The bear weighed
2,300 pounds, when dressed.
Prior to the arrival of the Spanish in the late 1700s, there were about 10,000 grizzly bears in California. Historically, the Indians traveled around the ominous redwood
forests, in an effort to avoid encountering these formidable beasts. The earliest recorded
European encounters with California grizzly bears are found in the diaries kept by
members of the 1769 Portola expedition.
According to one of the Spanish missionaries, grizzly bears on the coast “roamed
about in herds, like hogs on a farm.” Father Pedro Font, an early missionary descried
the local grizzly bears, writing, “He was horrible, fierce, large, and fat.”
“These enormous bears were everywhere,” wrote Malcolm Margolin in The Ohlone
Way. “feeding on berries, lumbering along the beaches, congregating beneath oak trees
during acorn season, and stationed along nearly every stream and creek during the annual runs of salmon and steelhead.” Grizzly bears presented a serious threat to human
beings armed with only a bow and arrows.
The early homesteaders were terrified of them. One old timer claimed that a “Great
Sur Bear” could pick up a whole steer, still kicking, and walk off with it in its jaws.
In the late 1700s, the first Spanish pioneers devised a poisoned “bear ball” made
of suet and a lethal dose of strychnine, that hung from the branches of an oak tree, low
enough for a bear to reach it, but high enough to avoid poisoning dogs or children.
The Monterey Herald noted on July 4, 1874:
“Last Monday, Captain A. Smith, who resides about 10 miles from town, in the
Carmel Valley, succeeded in poisoning a large grizzly bear. Bruin had been annoying
the neighborhood by destroying cattle, etc., for several years past, and all efforts to
exterminate him seem futile. In some manner, however, he was induced partake of that
“cold pizen” the captain had prepared for his special benefit. He is not likely to repeat
his experiment.”
The California condor, one of the New World vultures, is the largest North American
land bird. It has a wingspan of nine feet. In 1910, a rancher in Big Sur named Sabino
Gamboa counted fifteen condors feeding on the carcass of a dead cow near Big Creek.
The condor was a scavenger and its diet consisted mostly of carrion. One wonders
how the use of poisons contributed to their diminishing numbers. In May of 1856,
the Monterey Journal newspaper reported that a number of California condors were
found dead at Rancho El Sur from eating the meat of a bear that had died from eating
a poisoned bear ball.
Some scientists have speculated that populations of both California condors and
grizzly bear in Big Sur briefly increased after the arrival of the Spanish in 1770s, as
dead cattle and whales were probably more plentiful than ever before, during that
period. Burton Gordon hypothesized that the decline of the condor in the Monterey
Bay area coincides with the decline of the whaling industry and the changeover from
the cattle-based economy of the Spanish period to the agriculture-based economy of
the American period.
In the late 19th century, egg collectors removed seventeen condor eggs from nests
in Monterey County, which adversely affected the local breeding population. In those
days, hunters used the enormous birds for target practice. There were eight California
condor sightings in Big Sur during the decade of the 1970s. The California condor
became officially extinct in the wild in 1987.
Heine “Henry” Hopken was a country boy who grew up in Big Sur and could climb
the Santa Lucia Mountains like a mountain goat. At the end of the 19th century, his
family emigrated from Germany and settled in of Big Sur. As a teenager, Henry started
live-trapping local condors and eagles, which he sold to collectors of exotic animals.
His father was a beekeeper.
On June 28, 1898, 17-year old Henry traveled by himself to the big city – San
Jose, California, to meet with taxidermist Frank H. Holmes, an orchardist who lived
near Berryessa, to trade two condors and an eagle for a horse. Henry was so proud of
his new horse – he’d stopped to have his photograph taken with the animal. As Henry
was walking home, he was shot in the head by a drunken Milpitas constable. It was
a case of police rage and mistaken identity: the inebriated officer was in pursuit of a
robber and mistook young Henry for the suspect. The San Francisco Chronicle said, “it
appears to be the wanton killing of an innocent country boy.” Henry’s father, “insane
with grief,” traveled to San Jose for the inquest. He said that because his son was fond
of San Jose, he would have him buried there, at the Oak Hill Memorial Park Cemetery.
The officer was found guilty of manslaughter and served five years in San Quentin.
*
Salinas Pioneer John McDougall, who died in 1935, waxed eloquent about his
boyhood days, watching the oxcarts rumble by the old MacDougall Ranch in Carmel
Valley, bound for the twice-a-week Bull-and-Bear fights in Monterey. This Yankee-Californian version of the Spanish arena sport was popular in many California communities
before the Civil War.
Capturing a wild California grizzly bear was, in itself, a dangerous and occasionally life-threatening task, requiring as many as a dozen men. The bear was placed in a
large earthen pit, where it was often fed small dogs to whet its appetite, before the main
event – a fight to the death with the symbol of Spain, a bull. Members of the audience
would bet on which beast would survive the battle. Under natural circumstances, these
two species never encountered each in the wild, only on cattle ranches.
In ancient Rome, this practice was known as “bear baiting.” In medieval Europe,
amphitheaters called “bear gardens” were built to host such spectacles. The Bull and
Bear fight was family entertainment. In Monterey, a raised viewing platform was erected
for the women and children. The men watched on horseback outside the barricades,
rifles at the ready, in case the bear tried to escape. W.B. Post’s in-laws, the Omesimos,
owned a lot of property in downtown Monterey, including the arena where the Bulland-Bear fights were held.
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